06098: "still working alone at my cathedral and this time walking up and down the
valley still attempting to open up a passage to it cutting all the small trees and
grass"
07126: "a more complicated painting now managing three twists of the blue fluid
across it and this time opting to paint the circular one completely black and
maintaining now the red outside and the small circle yellow"
06099: "still cleaning the valley below the cathedral and also now cutting the
small trees growing on the western side of the field with way the forest extending
the branches way out"
10112: "people met throughout my exhibit in gothenburg like a japanese family
interested in my work but also an assistant and a german italian girl making a
documentary about it and also the yugoslavian main curator and her assistant"
04111: "feeling good at last to diplomatically solve the bathroom leakage in the
venice apartment ultimately paying a company to renew it and feeling ok to put
most of my savings there but then feeling quite sad about august departure from
italy and also tired about livia waking up at night and lastly have to fully
readjust back in the netherlands with almost no money and finding my strength back
in working on my project and also writing with an increasing discipline"
07127: "a new sort of painting not really letting the blue fluid twist in it but
only a part and also letting a black sphere suspended on the blue and a loose
yellow surface on the the corner"
06100: "still cleaning the valley below the cathedral taking advantage of the
days left at my disposal by myrthe but not doing any super intense work and
starting the cleaning also of the path leading to the valley"
06101: "doing a last cleaning of the valley before taking myrthe and livia to see
the cathedral site for the first time and working quite lightly also feeling my
energy coming less after a whole summer spent on the field"
09080: "taking daily walks with livia and record my thoughts while carrying her
in a pouch and for the extra physical pain not really thinking too deeply but
still feeling hesitant about my divided future"
07128: "again a painting done in my dutch study whenever myrthe can take care of
livia and again not showing the full twisting of the blue fluid maintaining a
circular black dot and not really any straight line"
03107: "in the mountains in italy listening to songs from old gianna watching tv
and the above neighbour listening to music in the evening and then also listening
to music in the car traveling to asiago for my stepfather's birthday and later

giving livia a chair where to seat with a music button playing lallabys and lastly
hearing some music while doing grocery before driving back to the netherlands"
12150: "back in holland with tv and internet and my disposal very much struggling
to read real news now only finding newspapers highly contaminated with political
and other kind of gossips but nothing too serious and anyhow managing to find here
and there about completely ignored casualties around the world"
15110: "breathing not a very good air in the netherlands both while in culemborg
and traveling to belgium and maastricht now also deciding to give up my metal
workshop and doing a last cleaning there and finally only focusing on my little
livia but still breathing some bad air with the local traffic particularly walking
on the dike in the weekends"
06102: "spending my last day of the summer in the alps removing with a pick clods
from the side and placing them on the lower part of the field this time doing all
the work without tractor but by hand and getting quite exhausted at last"
07129: "painting executed in the gray dutch weather now having little time in the
morning before taking care of livia and this time executing the painting as almost
a symmetrical continuation of the previous one"
10113: "still folk met in gothenburg like some assistant from the academy and
some rather important artists like one from england who was really fun to hang out
with and a danish one but also the american husband of a famous swedish artist"

